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LETTER
From the Advisor
I

t is a great pleasure for me to welcome you to this edition of Sports, Inc. the official publication of the Cornell
ILR Sports Business Society (SBS). It’s amazing to think of how this undergraduate student organization
has evolved and grown into a critical part of many ILR and Cornell student’s experiences since its creation
in 2006. It humbles me to think of everything SBS has been able to accomplish since then, and it was all
spurred by two transfer students to ILR, disappointed that the Sports Management Program had been dissolved
at their previous institution, and knowing that ILR offered them the opportunity to learn about many critical
concepts/skills that are critically important to sports and entertainment world, such as collective bargaining and
organizational dynamics as well as human resources management. After getting to know these two students,
Gary Stolper ‘07 and Stephen Berger ’08 through advising conversations, and factoring in my own passion for
sports from years of playing and coaching experiences, it quickly became clear that we were on the cusp of
creating something special for ILR Students with “The ILR Sports Management Club (SMC).” Stephen and
Gary were looking for a way to satiate their interest in the sports industry and connect the specialized knowledge
they were gaining in the topics of collective bargaining, negotiation, organizational behavior, human resources,
and the critical relationship in sports between labor and management that only ILR can deliver so effectively
to our undergraduates. That is how it all started! It made sense then, and even more so today. Participation in
SBS has been open to students in all Cornell colleges since its early days, and has helped countless numbers
of students transcend their interests, knowledge, aspirations and abilities beyond the classroom, playing an
important part in their overall student experience at Cornell.
A lot has changed and advanced since the early days of the organization, including the name change from SMC
to SBS. The SBS name clearly reflects that there are many critical elements to the sports and entertainment
industry and the organization aims to provide knowledge of, insight, and access to as many of those elements
as possible for its members. I am continually grateful to have been sought out by those students to become the
founding advisor for (SMC)- SBS and I continue to proudly serve as ILR advisor/mentor to the organization.
Many who have participated in SBS as students and held leadership roles within its ranks are working in the
sports and entertainment industries in various capacities. They all played a critical part in helping SBS grow
and develop into what it has become over the last 17 years. I’m thankful to have been able to work with them,
and for their contributions to the ILR School/Cornell community. A large number of SBS alums continue to
give back to the organization and provide valuable networking connections, insight, and advice to current
undergraduate student participants in the organization. Current SBS Co-Presidents , Eliza Sherman and Josh
Gershenfeld have done an incredible job this academic year in leading a dynamic e-board comprised of their
hard-working Cornell peers to provide fantastic programming/virtual events in the most challenging times we
have faced as a nation and at Cornell in the modern era. The pandemic has certainly forced changes in how
we must interact with one another and SBS has effectively and creatively used available technology in various
platforms to continue meeting their organization’s mission. To use some sports-speak: they’ve been in the zone
and their performance this academic year has been clutch! I’m so thankful for their partnership and work. SBS
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continues to be very grateful for partnerships that ILR/Cornell Alumni willingly form with the organization
to make much of the programming/events possible. It’s been a challenging year to say the least, but SBS has
been a pillar of strength and a bright spot for many students, alums, staff, and faculty during these trying times.
I extend a heartfelt thank you to past and present members, as well as many other Cornell alumni for their hard
work and dedication to helping students with a passion in the sports and entertainment industry gain insight
and access to opportunities that can help create a path for them to pursue their dream of a career in sports.
All my best for a successful year ahead,
Kevin F. Harris
Frank B. Miller Director, ILR School Office of Student Services
ILR Sports Business Society Advisor

Spring 2020
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PRESIDENTS’
Greeting
W

e are so excited to produce our
Fall 2020 Sports, Inc. magazine.
We would first like to extend our
well wishes to our readers and supporters of
the ILR Sports Business Society during these
difficult times. Despite the virtual nature of our
organization this year, the ILR Sports Business
Society (SBS) produced an incredible number
of events with alumni and other professionals
within the sports industry. And while nothing
can replace the face to face interaction with
members and the connections that come from
it, we filled that void by hosting a Zoom social
(a huge hit!) and office hours.

Our semester started off with a conversation
with Dan Patrick, host of the Dan Patrick Show. We held our first Young Women in Sports Career Panel, research ideation sessions with the Atlanta Hawks, and a workshop with the Minnesota Twins. We are extremely
grateful for the opportunity to have worked with Marc Cornstein ILR ‘92 as he hosted our Star Speaker Series,
with incredible guests Zach Lowe, Tobias Harris, Sam Hinkie, and Kiki Vandeweghe.
Our radio show and blog continued to produce excellent content. We launched our podcast which is now available on Spotify and Apple Podcasts. Finally, our research department launched its first two consulting projects,
working with Cornell alums for the Atlanta Hawks and a baseball startup named Seqnzer.
Though the circumstances of the semester proved to be challenging, we could not have created all of our events
without the support of the following members of the ILR School. We would like to thank our advisor Kevin
Harris and the rest of the ILR Student Services office. We would also like to thank Haley Weiss, Sue Sappington, Jennifer Sellen, and the rest of the ILR Alumni Affairs office, along with Jenn Morley in Communications
and Marketing. Furthermore, a huge thanks to Anu Lyons and the ILR Career Services office for their help and
guidance. Finally, we extend all of our gratitude to the Executive Board who served this semester. We could not
have had the semester we did all without your incredible efforts and time spent supporting SBS.
Sincerely,
Josh Gershenfeld ‘21 and Eliza Sherman ‘21
ILR Sports Business Society Co-Presidents
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LETTER
From the Editor

W

ithout a doubt, Fall
2020 has been one of
the most interesting and
challenging semesters that any of us
has ever experienced. Through it all,
I have thoroughly enjoyed my role as
Editor-in-Chief for the Sports, Inc.
publication. With the global pandemic
and the continued push for social
justice, the sports world underwent
massive change. Now more than ever,
it is vital that we cover these subjects
and discuss how athletes are striving
to enact change in their communities
while operating during COVID-19.
I want to commend the writers
for tackling these subjects in their
articles while adding their personal
perspectives and inputs.

I very much appreciate the dedication of every writer involved with this issue. While we could only hold a few
socially distanced in-person meetings, we overcame challenges through countless emails and zoom meetings.
Thank you all for being so responsive throughout the entire editorial process and for always remaining flexible.
I would also like to thank my vice president Matisse Nelson for his help editing and finalizing every article as
well as Maggie Smith and Christina Stathopoulos for designing the entire publication. In a very difficult semester, this team (remotely) came together. Without their hard-work, there would be no magazine to create.
Lastly, I want to give a special thank you to Gill Hanse ‘89 for his contributions for this issue. Mr. Hanse made
himself available to Sports, Inc. for a featured story into his career and accomplishments as a golf course designer. Introducing a new and unique topic into the magazine, he has helped build upon what hopefully becomes a
new tradition for the magazine in the form of alumni spotlights.
On behalf of the entire ILR Sports Business Society, we hope you enjoy the latest issue of Sports, Inc.
Sincerely,
Justin Suzzan ‘22
ILR Sports Business Society President of Magazine

Spring 2020
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FALL 2020 HIGHLIGHTS
A CONVERSATION
WITH DAN PATRICK
YOUNG WOMEN
IN SPORTS
CAREER PANEL
IDEATION
SESSION WITH
JEN CHOI, ILR ‘08
ZOOM SOCIAL

SEE WEEK
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STAR SPEAKER SERIES
WITH MARC CORNSTEIN ‘92

TOBIAS HARRIS

ZACHE LOWE

KIKI VANDEWEGHE

SAM HINKIE

MARC CORNSTEIN

OVERALL STATISTICS

30

3

KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS

ALUMNI
SPEAKERS

14
PANELS
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5

RESEARCH
WORKSHOPS

STAR SPEAKER
EVENTS

10

NON-ALUMNI
SPEAKERS
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Protests and Profits: Reconciling the
Interests of Players and Business

LeBron James kneels in solidarity with Lakers’ teammates in order to protest racial injustice.
Photo courtesy of the Undefeated

By DANIEL GOLDBERG ‘24

I

n 2016, COVID-19 wasn’t even
a thought; however, a different
plague known as systemic racism
was. While the national anthem was
playing, then San Francisco Quarterback
Colin Kaepernick was kneeling on the
sidelines in order to protest racial injustice.
At the time, 72% of America felt it was
unpatriotic.1 Fast forward to 2020, racial
injustice is still an issue, but the pandemic
has only exacerbated the effects. 56% of
Americans now believe it’s appropriate for
professional athletes to kneel during the
national anthem to protest racial inequality
and 62% feel that professional athletes
should use their platforms to express
their views on national issues.2 This
stark contrast illustrates the momentum
and traction that the Black Lives Matter
movement has gained throughout these
past four years.
As players protest and strike,
Americans are watching and having discussions about it. No matter what your opinion
on the subject is, people are having more
conversations and dialogue surrounding
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the topic of systemic racism. The killings of
George Floyd and Breonna Taylor sparked
protests from BLM and many premier athletes. The NBA began canceling games
beginning on August 26, 2020, when the
Milwaukee Bucks refused to play against
the Orlando Magic after the shooting of
Jacob Blake. Other teams followed, which
prompted the NBA to cancel the playoff
games scheduled for that Wednesday. The
WNBA also postponed three games in protest of the shooting of Jacob Blake and the
bigger picture of systemic racism.3

“

56% of Americans now
believe it’s appropriate for
professional athletes to kneel
during the national anthem to
protest racial inequality and
62% feel that professional
athletes should use their
platforms to express their
views on national issues.2

At their core, professional sports
organizations such as the NFL and NBA
are businesses with the goal of earning as
much revenue as they can. They accrue the
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majority of their revenue from television
rights, advertising, merchandising, and
ticket sales.4 Owners of the leagues affected by the protests have been skeptical to
outright support the strikes and protests, as
they are unsure how fan attitude and viewership will react.
In reality, many corporations like
Nike actually support the message and
continue to sponsor the NBA. Such support is crucial in maintaining sponsorship
and advertising revenue. Furthermore, the
protests give the NBA and NFL free publicity whether the reaction is negative or
positive.5 Based on the data and revenue
trends, it is hard to make the claim that protesting systemic racism has led to a decline
in revenue. Since you cannot control for
other variables such as COVID-19 and other factors, it seems like the NBA can maintain its political stance without sacrificing
its revenue goals.
Believe it or not, strikes are not a
new occurrence. Bill Russell, Boston Celtics legend, decided not to play a 1961 preseason exhibition game against the St. Louis Hawks in Lexington, Kentucky because
he and two other Black athletes were denied hotel service.6 The whole team did not

strike like the Bucks; however, five Celtics
players and two Hawks players refused to
take the court.
Contrary to predictions, television revenue is down by 40% on the TNT
network, and 20% on ESPN.7 This is not
necessarily a result of the protests, for it
could be due to the unprecedented shift of
the season. In addition to this, ticket sales
revenue may decrease by approximately
$500 million from the lack of real fans in
the audience due to social distancing restrictions.8
IMPACT OF RECENT EVENTS
ON THE NBA
he coronavirus has played a
tremendous role in key areas of total
revenue for certain. Fortunately, the
stringent conditions of the NBA bubble
were a critical lifeline for the NBA, as it
salvaged $1.5 billion. It ended up costing
$180 million, but it proved to be successful
in saving a large chunk of revenue.9 In
addition, no positive tests were ever
reported, and the league was able to crown a
champion. Analyzing revenue trends to pin
it solely on the protests is not feasible, as
COVID-19 has made a significant impact
on the ticket sales portion of total revenue.
One common argument against
the protests was that merchandise sales

T

would plummet because fans would disapprove of the protests. Despite this, the L.A.
Lakers broke the NBA merchandise sale record on October 12, 2020.10 LeBron James,
who has been one of the most outspoken
athletes on racial injustice, had the highest selling jersey alongside the late Kobe
Bryant.11 Had boycotts of the NBA been effective and as widespread as some thought,
we would have seen a drop in merchandise
sales especially for those athletes who were
in the spotlight like LeBron.
The NBA has also gotten involved
politically with non-controversial topics
such as registering to vote. Voter turnout
is an important topic right now, and Chris
Paul, player and president of the National
Basketball Players Association (NBPA),
advocates heavily for voter registration.
He proudly announced that over 90% of
the league is registered to vote and that
15 teams are 100% registered.12 Considering that some players are not U.S. citizens
and therefore cannot vote, this is a major
accomplishment. Philadelphia Sixers head
coach Doc Rivers estimated that around
20% of the league voted in the last election.13 With all the protesting and exercising of First Amendment rights, why not
also exercise your right to vote in future
elections?

Milwaukee Bucks take a stand against racism in response to the shooting of Jacob
Blake.
Photo courtesy of USA Today
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WILL ATHLETES CONTINUE TO
THE FIGHT BEYOND 2020?
ithout
a
doubt,
these
organizations have become a
huge platform for social justice.
Although some people do not agree with
the protests, there is no denying that it
has been extremely effective in garnering
national attention unlike we have seen ever
before. As role models for many people,
players know their voice is important. They
feel like they have a moral responsibility to
uphold social values and rights. Kids look
up to players like LeBron and Chris Paul,
so their word means a tremendous deal to
them. Their views will certainly have an
impact on how sports fans perceive certain
issues.

W

“

Players feel that
there are bigger things
in life than sports.
sports Those
opposed to the movement
often say ‘shut up and
dribble,’
but
athletes
feel that there are more
important aspects of life
than just entertainment.

It’s important to be cautious or
hesitant in recognizing how revenue is affected by this, but it is also imperative that
your players are happy and have true dignity. When league owners feel that profits
are more important than supporting their
players’ personal beliefs and fighting racial injustice, player morale is demolished.
Players feel that there are bigger things
in life than sports. Those opposed to the
movement often say “shut up and dribble,”
but athletes feel that there are more important aspects of life than just entertainment.
JC Tretter ‘13, an ILR alum and NFLPA
President, tweeted “the issue of changing systemic racism and prejudice in our
country is long overdue.”14 This fight will
continue so long as players feel they have a
moral obligation to protest racial injustice
and systemic inequality. The viewers are
listening, and as the protests and strikes go
on, the nation is becoming more attentive
and politically informed.
Daniel Goldberg is a freshman in ILR.
He can be reached at dlg254@cornell.edu
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Can You Still Pay the Quarterback in Today’s
NFL?
By JASON WU ‘24

A

s Patriots’ Coach Bill Belichick
puts it, “There is an old saying
about the strength of the wolf is
the pack, and I think there is a
lot of truth to that. On a football team, it’s
not the strength of the individual players,
but it is the strength of the unit and how
they all function together.”
Just as with any other business, the
success of a football team comes from the
collective success of its individuals. However, what is especially distinctive about
the NFL from other businesses, is that it is
a salary-capped league, meaning that each
team has the same amount of resources to
spend. Therefore, the team-building strategy of NFL general managers is focused
upon efficient investment of monetary resources, with the aim being to extract maximum production per dollar, and find the
best talent possible.
Though this efficiency-based
strategy is far from novel, the way in which
the strategy has been carried out in the NFL
has shifted noticeably in the past decade.
For instance, some general managers are
beginning to realize the inefficiencies of
spending heavily on running backs. In just
the past few years, the New York Jets, Los
Angeles Rams, and Arizona Cardinals have
all bailed on their highly-paid tailbacks,
while during that same period, teams that
have employed a multiple back scheme
such as the New England Patriots, Kansas
City Chiefs, and Philadelphia Eagles have
all won Super Bowls.
As NFL GMs continue to take
new approaches to investing salary cap
money, perhaps it’s time to wonder whether
offering quarterbacks expensive contracts
is truly the most efficient decision. While
it’s unlikely the league will ever see multiple quarterback schemes grow to the prevalence of today’s multiple running back
scheme, consider this fact: since 1994, no
team has won the Super Bowl with its two
highest paid players taking up over 21%
of its annual cap-hit (where one player’s
yearly cap hit is the sum of that year’s base
salary, plus bonuses).1
Additionally,
most
Super
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Minnesota Vikings quarterback Kirk Cousins has struggled to start the 2020-21
season, posting a QBR of 91.4, his lowest since 2014- the Vikings signed Cousins to
a two-year, $66 million extension in March 2020.
Photo courtesy of the Star Tribune
Bowl-winning quarterbacks in the past decade carry salary cap-hits within the 8-11%
range.2 This excludes a trio of outliers who
even fall below the 8-11% cap-hit range:
Seattle’s Russell Wilson in 2013, Kansas
City’s Patrick Mahomes in 2019, and Philadelphia’s duo of Carson Wentz and Nick
Foles in 2017, with three of the four quarterbacks on their rookie contracts when
they became Super Bowl Champions.3 Out
of all Super Bowl-winning quarterbacks,
the one with the highest salary cap-hit in
the year his team won the championship
was long-time New England Patriots Quarterback Tom Brady in 2019, and even then,
his salary impacted the team with a cap-hit
of just 12.4%.4
Given this data, it would seem that
a General Manager’s optimal team-building strategy would be to not pay their
quarterback more than 12.4% of their total cap. Yet, recent spending trends across
the league go completely against this idea.
From Minnesota Vikings quarterback Kirk
Cousins’ fully guaranteed contract signed
in 2018,5 to the massive $150 million contract signed by Atlanta Falcons quarterback
Matt Ryan,6 the NFL has seen the benchmark for quarterback contracts rise on a
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seemingly annual basis.
With this rising benchmark, most
teams who opt to extend their starting quarterbacks will see their gunslingers surpass
the 12.4% salary share set by Tom Brady in
2019. Just this season, the six quarterbacks
carrying salary caps greater than 12.4% of
their team’s total are the Dallas Cowboys’
Dak Prescott, the Los Angeles Rams’ Jared Goff, the San Francisco 49ers’ Jimmy
Garoppolo, the Indianapolis Colts’ Philip
Rivers, the Seahawks’ Russell Wilson, and
the Buccaneers’ Tom Brady.7 Pittsburgh
Steelers quarterback Ben Roethlisberger
and New Orleans Saints quarterback Drew
Brees are not far behind at 12.0 and 11.9
percent, respectively.8 If twenty six years
of NFL history have proven anything, these
six teams paying their quarterbacks more
than $22 million (the equivalent of 12.4%
of this season’s salary cap) have almost no
hope of winning the Super Bowl.9
HOW COVID-19 WILL CHANGE PAY
STRUCTURES IN THE NFL
hen addressing the NFL’s salary
cap, the new development of
Covid-19 must also be taken
into account. Due to the pandemic, the

W

NFL is set to lose a significant portion
of its vital ticket sales and game day
revenue, bringing about an unprecedented
projected decrease of $23 million (from
$198 million in 2020-21, to $175 million
in 2021-22) in the league salary cap for
the 2021-22 season.10 With ten teams
currently projected to be over next year’s
cap, most general managers have already
begun making adjustments in preparation
for upcoming financial restrictions. When
asked by the USA Today’s Henry McKenna
if the struggling Patriots were conserving
cap space in the 2020 season in preparation
for 2021’s salary cap drop, Belichick
responded by saying “that’s definitely an
accurate perspective you’ve identified.”11
While this won’t affect the guaranteed salaries of the NFL’s coaches and
front office executives, this sudden loss in
cap space will certainly affect which players will be able to get paid. For quarterbacks, the lowering of the salary cap means
that sixteen quarterbacks, including even
the Carolina Panthers’ Teddy Bridgewater, and the Washington Football Team’s
Alex Smith, will carry cap-hits greater than
12.4%, compared to just the aforementioned six this season.12
In order to counter this financial
burden, teams will have to engage with
their quarterbacks in contract-restructuring negotiations, spreading the brunt of the
salary-cap drop out over multiple years in

order to give themselves greater short-term
flexibility. However, teams such as the
Steelers, Saints, and Buccaneers could find
themselves cap-strung without this luxury,
as their veteran quarterbacks enter the final
years of their contracts, and perhaps their
careers, in 2021.
Beyond the veteran-led teams, nobody is more affected by this decrease in
salary cap than the teams who must make
an immediate decision regarding their futures at quarterback. One of these teams,
the Minnesota Vikings, has already made
their decision, giving quarterback Cousins a $66 million dollar extension, albeit
before the heaviest onset of pandemic.13
Though the Vikings were able to salvage
their season after a dismal 1-5 start, it was
due in no small part to Cousins’ own inconsistent play that the Vikings were put into
that hole to begin with. As a result of Cousins’ inconsistency, it looks to be that the
Vikings may have their tires stuck in mud
at the quarterback position for the next two
seasons.
Minnesota’s case is indicative of
an underlying theme for nearly all professional sports teams. Whether it’s an NBA
team deciding to not trade a player, or a
Premier League soccer team deciding to
not sack their manager, sports teams prefer
continuity, believing that it will provide the
most success. In a COVID-altered world,
this desire for continuity has grown even

Prior to suffering a season-ending injury against the New York Giants in Week 5,
Dallas Cowboys quarterback Dak Prescott was on pace to break Peyton Manning’s
single-season passing yardage record - since his injury, Cowboys quarterbacks
have posted an abysmal average QB rating of 58.9.
Photo courtesty of TheSpun
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stronger, with restrictions on practices and
team activities making it harder for new
players and coaches to fit into their teams,
as they have been limited in their in-person
exposure to one another.
SHOULD NFL TEAMS PAY THEIR
QUARTERBACKS MORE?
ertainly not immune to NFL
teams’ desires for continuity is the
decision to pay (or not to pay) the
quarterback. By paying the quarterback, a
team maintains continuity; the offensive
players and coaches don’t need to adapt to
a new style of quarterback play, the fans
don’t need to emotionally move forward
to a new era with a new leader, and the
overall team culture remains intact. To
pay the quarterback is to know exactly
what they are getting as a result of the
negotiation, even if it means violating the
12.4% benchmark. To let the quarterback
walk free, however, is to redirect the entire
direction of the franchise, and a decision
which will undoubtedly make headlines
throughout the league
Naturally, it isn’t easy to leave the
familiar behind, whether it be a quarterback, or in life in general. But sometimes,
it is necessary to go against what may appear to be a good choice, in order to make a
great one. While the safety of Cousins may
have appeared comforting and appealing
to the Vikings when they decided to offer
him an extension, it begs the question of
would they have made the decision had
they known there were better options to be
made?
To be fair, it isn’t just the Vikings
who have fallen victim to the appeal of the
familiar either. In San Francisco, quarterback Jimmy Garoppolo’s up-and-down
performance has divided fan opinion on
whether or not it’s worth moving on from
their $137 million man.14 A few hundred
miles south in Los Angeles, Rams fans
share the same divide regarding their quarterback, Jared Goff. Since being shut down
by the New England Patriots in Super Bowl
53, Goff, like Garoppolo, has had his fair
share of highs and lows that have called
into question his own $134 million contract.15
This inconsistency is what the
Dallas Cowboys and owner Jerry Jones
hope to avoid down the line, as they are the
next team facing a crucial decision at quarterback. After contract talks with quarter-
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Quarterback Kyler Murray (right) of the Arizona Cardinals and Seattle Seahawks QB Russell Wilson meet on the field
following a game in 2019.
Photo courtesy of the ArizonaSports.com
back Dak Prescott came to an impasse last
summer, the Cowboys were forced to play
Prescott on a short-term franchise tag for
the 2019-20 season. Now, however, Dallas
has been placed in a difficult spot, as they
must make a decision regarding their future
with Prescott, following his season-ending
ankle injury just five games into the season.
Although hunkering down again
and keeping Dak Prescott on the franchise
tag is an option, it could be a financially
crippling one. With next season’s decreased salary cap, Prescott’s current franchise tag salary of $31.4 million per year
would amount to an astronomical 21.5%
cap hit next season.16 This is a sum the
Cowboys could ill-afford without taking
action on the other mammoth contracts on
their docket, including those of pass rusher
DeMarcus Lawrence, wide receiver Amari
Cooper, and running back Ezekiel Elliott.
Another option would be to sign
Prescott long term, and offer him the $40
million per year deal he’s sought after since
finishing his rookie deal. Though this option would allow the Cowboys to retain
familiarity at the quarterback position and
shift payment of Prescott’s salary onto later
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years, it also comes with a number of risks.
After his serious ankle injury, it remains
unclear how long it will be until Prescott
can take the field again, with the initial 4-6
month estimate leaving a massive, 2-month
range in recovery time. Further, it remains
unclear if Prescott will be able to physically return to his peak performance once he
does get back onto the field.
Regardless of what the Cowboys
choose to do, it’s been made clear that they
are locked in on bringing Prescott back, as
opposed to looking for his successor. After
driving a hard bargain in summer negotiations, Jones stated in October that “Dak
is deserving of anything that you want to
put on a piece of paper, relatively speaking.
He’s deserving of that. If you evaluate what
he can do to help us win championships,
you can see that it’s there.”17
By any means necessary, Prescott
will be a Dallas Cowboy next year, and
will have a deserved payday coming his
way. The Cowboys’ quarterback play since
Prescott’s injury has more than proven his
value to the team, with the combination
of quarterbacks Andy Dalton and Ben DiNucci having posted scoring records of
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just 10.3 points per game, and 2.6 points
per quarter, a sharp drop-off from the Cowboys’ 32.6 PPG and 8.3 PPQ with Prescott
under center.18
Yet, even if Prescott continues to
play like a top-tier quarterback, the Cowboys will still need to construct a complete
roster around him to have any hope at a
championship run. If Prescott signs a longterm extension and the Cowboys are able to
shift payment of his salary onto later years,
any combination of Prescott’s cap-hit with
that of Lawrence, Cooper, or Elliott will
still put the salaries of the Cowboys’ two
highest-paid players over 21% of their total cap space. Undoubtedly, paying Dak
Prescott will only make it more difficult for
the Cowboys to build a complete roster.
Luckily for Dallas, and for all
other teams with quarterbacks locked into
big-money contracts, a silver lining lies in
the flawed nature of the 12.4% statistic. In
2017, the Atlanta Falcons were a holding
call and a 43-yard field goal away from
winning Super Bowl 51, with quarterback
Matt Ryan’s contract taking up 15.2% of
the team’s total salary cap. In 2018, the
Saints were a botched pass interference call

Rookie quarterback Joe Burrow (left) of the Cincinatti Bengals is consoled by
Washington quarterback Dwayne Haskins (right) after suffering a season ending
injury to his left leg. Burrow, the #1 overall pick in the 2020 NFL Draft, exited the
game after tearing both his ACL and MCL after a hit.
Photo courtesy of Yahoo
away from a shot at winning the Lombardi
with Drew Brees’ 13.5% salary cap hit.19 If
just one of those two plays goes differently,
the 12.4% ceiling would be raised significantly higher.
While the 2016-17 Falcons and
2017-18 Saints are as good of proof as any
that it is possible to win after paying their
quarterbacks, their successes highlight a
vital component of teambuilding around
an expensive gunslinger: strong drafting at
other key positions. In the 2016 NFL Draft,
the Falcons and General Manager Thomas
Dimitroff struck gold, extracting top-end
play on the defensive side of the ball from
first-round rookie safety Keanu Neal and
linebackers Deion Jones and De’Vondre
Campbell, second and fourth rounders respectively. Likewise, the Saints and General Manager Jeff Ireland took home a historic haul in the 2017 Draft, consisting of
Defensive Rookie of the Year cornerback
Marshon Lattimore, Offensive Rookie of
the Year running back Alvin Kamara, and
other stars such as lineman Ryan Ramczyk,
and safety Marcus Williams. Together, the
Falcons’ 2016 rookies and the Saints’ 2017
rookies built an astoundingly price-efficient surrounding cast for their prized quarterbacks.
However, having the degree of

draft success that the Falcons and Saints
had is far easier in theory than in practice,
and a subpar draft can sink teams led by
even the most elite quarterbacks. A glaring
recent example of this is the Green Bay
Packers’ 2018-19 season. Beyond a stellar
first-round pick in cornerback Jaire Alexander and a starter in fifth-round punter J.K
Scott, the Packers whiffed on every other
pick in the 2018 NFL Draft. In fact, only
two other 2018 draft picks still receive regular playing-time for the Packers: secondary-liability cornerback Josh Jackson (2nd
round), and the anything-but-sure-handed
wide receiver Marques Valdes-Scantling
(5th round). Even with Super Bowl-winning quarterback Aaron Rodgers leading
the offense, as well as his relatively modest
$20.9 million cap-hit (11.8% of the Packers’ total cap),20 the Packers’ lackluster
roster sunk the team to a mediocre 6-9-1
finish, the team’s worst since 2008.
UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
STILL REMAIN
etween the mixed bag of outcomes
produced by teams with expensive
quarterbacks, and the flawed
nature of the 12.4% statistic, no evidence
definitively proves that paying the
quarterback leads to success or failure.
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What history has proved, however, is that
how much a team ultimately decides to
pay their quarterback should come down
to their own, unbiased evaluations of the
quarterback’s on-field worth.
It’s this unbiased evaluation that
has propelled teams like the 2015 Denver
Broncos, who lacked elite quarterback
production, to Super Bowl victories. In
the Broncos’ case, their wariness of quarterback Peyton Manning’s age led them to
giving the veteran two choices: take a $4
million pay-cut, or be released.21 In doing
this, they first demonstrated their ability
to objectively evaluate their quarterback’s
worth. Perhaps more importantly, the
Broncos’ offer also demonstrated that, unlike many teams who end up paying their
quarterback big money today, they were
not afraid of leaving what they had become
accustomed to. By not allowing fear of the
unknown to affect their decision-making
process, the Broncos were able to free up
an extra $4 million in cap-space that season, which proved itself to be crucial to
rounding out what was one of the most
complete Super Bowl-winning rosters in
recent history.
This challenge of objectively
evaluating a quarterback’s worth is one that
will never disappear as long as the NFL operates under a salary cap. New batters will
be stepping up to the plate each year, with
batters of upcoming years including the
Dallas Cowboys with Dak Prescott, the
Baltimore Ravens with quarterback Lamar Jackson, and the Cleveland Browns
with Baker Mayfield, among other teams
whose quarterbacks are due for a new contract as well. Each of these teams will need
to demonstrate that they can objectively
evaluate the worth of their quarterback,
without taking familiarity and fear of the
unknown into consideration. Evaluate objectively, and the decision might just yield
a fully loaded squad, primed to take home a
Lombardi. Evaluate under the influence of
familiarity, however, and risk sandbagging
the squad, stuck with an underperforming
quarterback and leaky roster that ultimately
doom the team to an era of disappointment.

Jason Wu is a freshman in ILR.
He can be reached at jyw49@cornell.edu
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Play Ball? How Tensions about a Season
Amid COVID-19 Changed the Future of MLB
By ANNA CLEMSON ‘23

O

n March 12, 2020, Major League
Baseball (MLB) suspended
spring training and delayed
opening day.1 The COVID-19
pandemic rocked the world and forced
every professional sports league to rethink
their plans for 2020. The owners and the
Major League Baseball Players Association
(MLBPA) faced off in a heated negotiation
to determine how to start (and finish) the
2020 season. The owners were concerned
about a lack of revenue since fans couldn’t
attend games, while players were focused
on playing time and salaries as some
looked down the road to free agency and
supporting their families. These often-tense
negotiations have repercussions moving
forward as MLB’s Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA) is up at the end of the
2021 season.
The path to playing baseball in
2020 was a rocky one and there were times
in the summer when the future looked
bleak. They created an initial agreement on
March 26, which allowed the commissioner
to determine a season schedule and ensured
that the players received fully prorated salaries.2 The MLBPA didn’t want to sacrifice
player salaries because they were adamant
that they were the ones putting themselves
at risk and were the only reason that any
revenue could even be made in the first
place. The owners were concerned about
the finances of their teams, which function
like businesses, as they try to maximize
profits from things like ticket and merchandise sales, licensing, and advertisements.
With these objectives in mind, the owners
and players restarted negotiations on May
11, 2020.3
Both sides were back at the table
to try to determine the next steps in actually playing the season. The most important
aspect of the March agreement for players
was prorated salaries, but owners were
reluctant to go forward with this and proposed a revenue sharing plan. This was a
non-starter for the MLBPA because of the
precedent it set.
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According to MLBPA executive
director Tony Clark, “A system that restricts
player pay based on revenues is a salary
cap, period.”4 Clark went on to accuse the
owners of “trying to take advantage of the
global health crisis,” holding firm with the
MLBPA’s long held opposition to a salary
cap.5
LABOR NEGOTIATIONS DURING
THE PANDEMIC
hree major professional sports
leagues, the National Basketball
Association
(NBA),
National
Football League (NFL), and National
Hockey League (NHL), currently have
salary caps.6 Heading into another CBA,
the MLBPA didn’t want to give the owners
an opportunity to use a 2020 agreement
as precedent for revenue sharing going
forward since they believed that it would
ultimately result in a salary cap. The
owners insisted that they would lose
massive sums of money, at one point
claiming that in an 82-game season they
would lose about $640,000 per game.7 At
the time they couldn’t know the reality of
their finances in this unprecedented season,
but this was part of the appeal of a sharedrevenue plan. The players were hearing
none of it resulting in hostile comments
from both sides which gave the league
an insensitive image as many Americans
faced growing concerns about supporting
their families. In response to the owners’
proposal of a 76-game season in which
the players would receive 75% of their
prorated salary, Andrew McCutchen of the
Pittsburgh Pirates tweeted “lol.” Trevor
Bauer of the Cincinnati Reds took a more
mathematical approach tweeting, “it works
out to be about 35% of our full salary to
play for 47% of the games.”8 These tweets
illustrate the frustration players felt, but
they failed to explain the whole picture,
instead creating an image of a bunch of
highly paid athletes behaving as if the
rest of the world wasn’t in a crisis. Sean
Doolittle of the Washington Nationals did
manage to express the importance of these
negotiations while acknowledging the state
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of the country in a tweet that said, “It’s
frustrating to have a public labor dispute
when there’s so much hardship. I hate it.
But we have an obligation to future players
to do right by them. We want to play. We
also have to make sure that future players
won’t be paying for any concessions we
make.”9
Of course, there are a lot of people in the baseball community who do need
every cent of their paycheck, but the owners and players who were articulating their
frustrations with the financial situation are
not at the top of this list. In May, Tampa
Bay Rays starting pitcher Blake Snell said
on a Twitch stream, “Y’all gotta understand, man, for me to go -- for me to take a
pay cut is not happening, because the risk is
through the roof.”10 Complaining about salary cuts on Twitch when you’re slotted to
make $7 million, like Snell, really doesn’t
sound great.
Although he is correct that the
owners were not putting themselves at risk,
people across the country took salary cuts
as the economy struggled to stay afloat.
The owners also looked bad because they
fought for as little baseball as possible in
order to cut their costs, which made them
look like they didn’t care about the sport.
They run a business and their decisions
make financial sense in the short run. Upon
reflection after the season, those concerns
were well-founded. MLB accumulated
$8.3 billion in debt and is expected to post
$2.8 billion to $3 billion in operational
losses in 2020. However, it is worth noting that many of MLB’s owners are themselves billionaires and these are cumulative
for the league as a whole.11 Although the
owners failed to frame the loss in revenue
as a risk to baseball prior to the season, it is
a historic amount of debt.
In October, Commissioner Rob
Manfred ‘80 told Sportico, “It’s going
to be difficult for the industry to weather
another year where we don’t have fans in
the ballpark and have other limitations on
how much we can’t play and how we can
play.”12 The 2021 season is clouded with
uncertainty as owners try to figure out the

feasibility of another season with nearly
empty stadiums. Despite these concerns,
not playing the 2020 season would have
been detrimental for a sport that has been
working to expand their audience and they
will likely need to play in 2021 in order to
maintain fan engagement.
Baseball was forced to compete
with other sports this summer as rescheduled seasons meant more overlapping
competitions. Kevin Draper of the New
York Times wrote that sports ratings were
down across the board, including those of
baseball.13 Despite these ratings declines,
Maury Brown from Forbes wrote that TV
and streaming viewership was up over 4%
across the league.14 These viewership ratings should be taken with a grain of salt
because this year, Nielson began tracking viewers digitally as well as at home.15
Despite this change, it is promising that
viewership showed a slight increase. This
provides hope that post-pandemic baseball could see a rebound in fan engagement and it’s not necessarily time to panic.
The bigger concern is when we reach that
post-pandemic time, because as we’ve seen
throughout the country, anything can happen with COVID-19. MLB showed they
were capable of keeping fans engaged virtually, especially on social media. They
created a Facebook group for every team.
“It really paid off,” Facebook Director of
Sports Media & League Partnerships Rob
Shaw said. “I think during the time where
the lights went off in the stadiums, you still
had the chatter and the conversation very
much living on in Facebook Groups.”16
This is promising and created an important social outlet for fans. Hopefully efforts
like these will keep baseball fans rooting
for their favorite teams and they will turn
out in droves once it’s safe for stadiums to
open.
Determining the length of the
season kept negotiations deadlocked. Players and owners had opposite incentives in
terms of length because prorated salaries
are higher for longer seasons while revenue loss would be lower in a shorter season. Ultimately, this impasse resulted in
the decision being tossed to Manfred.17 The
MLBPA agreed to comply with Manfred’s
plans to play 60 games, while still receiving prorated salaries and were able to proceed to a spring training 2.0 of sorts by July
1.18
According to Kevin Drellich and

A Seattle Mariners employee arranges cutouts as MLB Found creative ways to
engage fans and fill empty stadiums
Photo courtesy of MLB.com
Ken Rosenthal of The Athletic, a big reason why they ended up back at the original March agreement, despite months of
negotiation, was that the union wanted
“MLB to honor the terms outlined by the
March agreement, and might be willing to
sacrifice short-term financial gain in order
to establish what it believes to be longterm negotiating strength.”19 They will
be renegotiating the CBA soon and if the
players were to give MLB the upper hand
in the 2020 negotiation, they could have
set a precedent that would reduce their
bargaining abilities in future agreements.
They sacrificed a longer season in order
to maintain their salary system so that the
owners couldn’t use it to negotiate future
salary limitations. The owners got their
short season allowing them to cut costs, but
they didn’t create much positive media for
the sport during these negotiations which
could hurt their business objectives in the
future. They also didn’t get several things
that they negotiated hard for including an
expanded postseason going forward and
advertisements on uniforms.20
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HOW DOES THE MLB COMPARE?
lympic One of the biggest things to
take away from this negotiation is
how it compares to those in leagues
like the NBA and NHL. On March 11, the
NBA was the first league to suspend their
season after Rudy Gobert of the Utah Jazz
tested positive for the coronavirus.21 Unlike
baseball, they were trying to jump back
into their season and as new regulations
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about gatherings emerged, the future of the
season came into question. The NBA and
the NBA Players Union (NBPA) quickly
came to a successful agreement about
pay. The NBA continued paying players
through April 1, although they ultimately
did implement a partial reduction of 25%
on players’ salaries.22 This decision seemed
to come harmoniously and there was little
push back from players, in part because the
players didn’t have the concern of a radical
change to the current salary structure since
they already have a salary cap.
Ultimately, the NBA settled on
creating a bubble in Disney World. The
bubble was a successful experiment that
gave them more control of the spread of
the coronavirus. Prior to returning to play,
players developed concerns about whether
they should play after all because of the
constraints of the bubble, ongoing health
concerns, and the social justice movement
that swept across the country.23 The bubble
enabled the NBA to isolate their players
and limit the risk of COVID-19, so the pandemic didn’t create significant interference
with games once they restarted the season.
However, players had to figure out how
they felt using their platform to speak out
about the Black Lives Matter movement.
Decisions on social justice issues became
part of the discussion about resuming play.
According to a press release in June, the
negotiation between the NBA and NBPA
about social justice was productive because
both sides were “committed to fostering an
environment that encourages candid con-
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Rob Manfred ‘80 present the Commissioner’s Trophy to the Los Angeles Dodgers,
following their World Series Victory.
Photo courtesy of USA Today
versations between players and league and
team leadership and finding tangible and
sustainable ways to address racial inequality across the country.”24 Adam Silver, the
NBA Commissioner, echoed this unity saying, “A shared goal of our season restart
will be to use our platform in Orlando to
bring attention to these important issues of
social injustice.”25 They were able to negotiate successfully and proceed because the
league listened to players’ concerns.
At the end of August, in the midst
of the playoffs, players participated in a
walkout. The league was able to work with
the union to issue a joint statement that laid
the foundation for the future of activism in
the NBA.26 As Bill Reiter of CBS Sports
wrote, “The notion that sports and politics
will ever be separate again has passed.”27
Unity permitted the NBPA to work more
smoothly with the NBA and the owners
when they faced conflict like this. Although
the NBPA does have a salary cap, which
the MLBPA is set against, they also have
a working relationship with the NBA and
owners. The MLB negotiations revealed
that the same cannot be said for MLB owners and players.
Like the NBA, the NHL had to
suspend their season. Ken Campbell of
The Hockey News wrote, “It’s not a stretch
to suggest that the COVID-19 pandemic
brought these two sides together like never before.”28 This is quite remarkable when
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you look at the history of labor relations
within the NHL. As Campbell remembers,
it wasn’t that long ago that the NHL and
NHLPA “could barely stand to be in the
same room with each other.”29 In recent
years, this relationship has grown less hostile, and the pandemic brought the parties
even closer together. Unlike in MLB’s negotiations, everyone was able to step back
and put everything in perspective. In fact,
they didn’t just make plans to play the 2020
season, they extended their CBA by four
years ensuring labor peace for the near future.
Helene Elliott, a sportswriter with
the Los Angeles Times writes, “The league
and the union acknowledged the urgency of minimizing damage inflicted by the
COVID-19 outbreak and setting guidelines
for what looms as a slow return to economic prosperity.”30 This ability to move beyond salaries and focus on the greater good
of the sport was possible because the owners and players had the same goals and the
players weren’t concerned about setting a
precedent that could damage their bargaining capabilities in the future. The MLBPA
had this additional concern because they
were looking ahead to future labor negotiations. This difference demonstrates the
effects that the dynamic between players’
unions, owners, and league officials has on
the sport as a whole.
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The NHL and NBA faced different challenges than MLB in negotiations.
The fact that both leagues already have a
salary cap meant that players weren’t as
worried about the consequences of changing the salary structure. This enabled owners and league officials to come together
with players in a constructive way that
was positive for their sport. MLB faced
tensions that were exposed by the media
and rubbed many fans the wrong way. The
players are not wrong that changing the salary structure could have had consequences in next year’s negotiations over a new
CBA and the owners are right to run their
teams like businesses. But in these negotiations, the two sides seemed to lose sight
of what they were really working towards.
Of course, the NHL and NBA were thinking about revenue, but they managed to
put their sport first. Fortunately, MLB did
play their 60-game season and the Los Angeles Dodgers were crowned World Series
Champions, but the path to play exposed
the deep tensions between the MLBPA and
the owners.

T

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE CBA?
he MLBPA is often viewed as
having a lot of power, especially
compared to other sports unions,
but in many ways this power is used to
benefit the biggest stars who sign the
biggest contracts.31 Fans drive revenue in
professional sports and everyone involved
in MLB is going to need to take a step back
and think about what’s best for the sport as
they negotiate their CBA next winter. The
NBA and NHL demonstrated that smooth
negotiations are possible, but their salary
structures proved beneficial in this time of
turmoil. Salary caps do have repercussions
when it comes to keeping teams together or
having the ability to sign the next big free
agent.32 Those types of limits might affect
how fans feel about their teams, which
could hurt MLB’s efforts to keep fans
engaged, but it could also distribute money
within MLB more equally. Regardless of
what the next CBA holds, MLB and the
MLBPA need to put baseball and their
fans first as it is the only way for them to
succeed in the long run.

Anna Clemson is a sophomore in Arts & Sciences.
She can be reached at aac64@cornell.edu

State Ownership of International
Professional Soccer

Barcelona forward, Lionel Messi, scoring in a 2-1 win against Manchester City at Etihad Stadium.
Photo courtesy of Independent.co.uk
STATE-OWNED SPONSORS
By LUKE HARTIGAN ‘24 AND a jersey and having a host of sponsors to
choose from is strategic from an economic
he
lucrative
investment
KEVIN DIAZ ‘24
standpoint as it has the capability to
opportunities in soccer sponsorships
generate a large sum for a number of teams
for private firms have ushered in
and companies alike. By the numbers, a new era of sponsorship deals. In the
HOW SPONSORSHIPS DOMINATE
Adidas is paying Manchester United $919 past, these contracts were reserved for
PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
million to be its kit supplier for ten years. private companies, such as car companies
LEAGUES
he main goal of a sponsorship is to Additionally, Nike is paying $1 billion and service providers, that appealed to a
gain exposure and notoriety while over eight years to be the official apparel consumer base of soccer fans. Beginning
driving up sales and a following. supplier for all 30 NBA teams.1 The stark in 2005, however, state-owned companies
Uniform sponsorships in the dichotomy between the amount of revenue first penetrated the sponsorship market,
four major North American sports leagues received by an individual NBA team versus with one main goal in mind: to furnish
(NBA, NFL, MLB, and NHL) are handled a Premier League team demonstrates how the state’s reputations abroad. Middle
at the league level. For example, Nike is critically invaluable it is to be independent Eastern airlines, such as Qatar Airways,
the official supplier of the NBA and the from an overall organization. While it may Etihad Airways, and Fly Emirates engaged
NFL. However, this is not the case for other be unlikely that the Big Four will adopt in brand deals with a profit motive still in
sports leagues around the world. Soccer is this revenue generating trifecta, jersey mind by encouraging travel and investment
the biggest sport world-wide and is home sponsorships could certainly become the while simultaneously portraying the Middle
East as a region open to foreign investment
to some of the most valuable sports teams. new norm.
and Western tourism. For Russian-owned
The Premier League based out of England “The Premier League based out of
natural gas company Gazprom, where
makes money from their uniforms through England makes money from their
40% of the national budget comes from oil
a combination of apparel and sponsorship uniforms through a combination
and natural gas sales, however, that profit
deals. Collective bargaining is a tool used of apparel and sponsorship deals.
motive was less prevalent.2 Instead, its
by Premier League teams as they negotiate Collective bargaining is a tool used
heavy investment in sponsorships for teams
individual sponsorship deals. These
by Premier League teams as they
include Nike and Chelsea, New Balance
negotiate individual and tournaments represents an attempt
and Liverpool, and Adidas and Arsenal.
sponsorship to shape public opinion on a new public
Adverts also appear across the center of the
deals.” infrastructure. Gazprom is the largest oil
producer for numerous Western European
chest and in 2007, they began incorporating
countries with Germany as the most notable
sleeve sponsors. Reserving key places of
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fans regularly protested the infrastructure
project during games, claiming that it was
violating energy and environmental regulations.
PUBLIC REACTION AND THE
FUTURE FOR GAZPROM
ord Stream 2 has faced opposition
from the international community.
President Trump has criticized
Germany’s reliance on Russian gas, as
plans to carry out Nord 2 advance. Trump’s
criticism does not come as a surprise
as America seeks to extend its sphere
of influence overseas and create export
markets for its own gas supplies. Further
resistance comes from Poland who has put
an $8 billion fine on the construction of
Nord 2, upending the political atmosphere
permitting the project to continue.4
In a bid to maintain a strong presence throughout Europe, Gazprom currently serves as a FIFA partner, the international governing body of international football,
futsal, and beach soccer. This could have
severe ramifications as it allows Gazprom
to extend across the Atlantic and into other
continents. A particular worry is the 2026
World Cup, co-hosted by the United States,
and the potential for a clash between Gazprom and its American competitors.
Interestingly enough, sponsors
not only buy a spot on a jersey or a rotational sign, but also acquire the right to corporate hospitality facilities inside the stadium as well. These hospitality boxes at big
tournaments such as the UEFA Champions
League and World Cup host influential decision makers such as celebrities, executives, and politicians. Gazprom essentially
has access to high-ranking policymakers
and a network of geopolitically interested
guests, allowing the state-owned entity to
circumvent traditional diplomatic procedures.
The future of the sport appears
increasingly muddled as other state-owned
groups such as City Football Group and
Abu Dhabi proliferate their own political
interests around specific teams such as
Paris Saint-Germain. Football, quickly becoming a means to an end, is a vehicle for
an even bigger game at play, not involving
the soccer teams themselves, but a geopolitical contest between nations.
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Russian President Vladimir Putin, Russian Sports Minister Vitaly Mutko, Gazprom
Management Committee Chairman Alexey Miller, and FIFA President Joseph S.
Blatter signed an agreement for Gazprom to become an Official FIFA Partner.
Photo courtesy of Gazprom.com
among them. In the past, transporting oil
and natural gas to Western Europe meant
utilizing pipelines throughout Ukraine and
Eastern Europe, proving extremely costly
as additional tariffs were placed on the
export. Gazprom soon developed two new
projects to circumvent this issue, building
transcontinental pipelines to directly
connect Russia with Western and Southern
Europe. The first of these, named Nord
Stream, directed Russian oil into the Ruhr
Valley, a budding energy sector within
Germany, and provided ideal placement
near Rehden, a hub for pipelines throughout
Western Europe. To sway public opinion
on the project, Gazprom first invested
in F.C. Schalke 04, a club based in the
Ruhr Valley with a rich history but little
funding. Within several years of the initial
investment, Schalke returned to the top of
German soccer winning its fifth DFB Pokal
and reaching the Champions League semifinals. Public sentiment followed suit, with
local media praising Gazprom for bringing
footballing glory back to the Ruhr Valley.

Star Belgrade, a Serbian first division side,
construction for the South Stream Pipeline
began in the Black Sea. Russia, who has
owned a majority stake in Gazprom since
2005, again sought to bypass Ukraine and
deliver oil directly to Europe. Along with
Gazprom’s investment soon came success
on the pitch, and as trophies came Red
Star’s way, public sentiment again swayed
in favor of Gazprom. The pipeline was
completed in 2014.
Gazprom’s most ambitious project, however, has been the construction
of Nord Stream 2, a second pipeline connecting Russia with the Ruhr Valley in
Germany. Production of this new pipeline
has introduced a new wave of Gazprom
investment, now on a much grander scale.
The oil giant now sponsors Chelsea and
frequently has ad space in stadiums during
Champions League and World Cup games.
This uptick in investment is in response
to shifting public sentiment regarding the
pipelines.3 While Gazprom attempts to
build attraction, foster appeal, and soften

“Gazprom is the largest oil producer for numerous Western
European countries with Germany as the most notable
among them. In the past, transporting oil and natural gas
to Western Europe meant utilizing pipelines throughout
Ukraine and Eastern Europe, proving extremely costly as
additional tariffs were placed on the export.”
The second Gazprom project,
stationed in Southern Europe, followed
a similar model. After investing in Red
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its image through adverts, it is ultimately
still a business of carbon fuel extraction.
Despite Schalke’s success on the pitch,
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How COVID-19 Changed Sports Forever

Pictures of the Indiana Pacers and the Miami Heat practice courts within the NBA bubble.
Photo Courtesty of NBC News

By JORDAN MONACO ‘24

O

n March 11, Donovan Mitchell
and the Utah Jazz were set to
go against Chris Paul and the
Oklahoma City Thunder. Both
teams had records of 44-28 and were
determined to improve their position in
the Western Conference in preparation
for the NBA playoffs. Suddenly, minutes
before tip-off, the NBA League Office
was informed that Rudy Gobert had tested
positive for COVID-19. Within an instant,
the sports world would change like we had
never seen before. The NBA cancelled

“

The NBA cancelled
their season until further
notice, which would lead to
a domino effect throughout
the entire nation. The
following day, other major
sports leagues such as the
NHL, MLB, and the MLS
would all postpone their
seasons as well.

their season until further notice, which
would lead to a domino effect throughout
the entire nation. The following day, other
major sports leagues such as the NHL,
MLB, and the MLS would all postpone
their seasons as well. Additionally, within
that same Thursday, the NCAA had
cancelled their beloved Men’s Basketball
“March Madness” tournament and people
began to question the viability of an NFL
season. Unsure what to do, major sports
leagues had no choice but to adapt to this
unique situation.

W

THE NBA
ithin a week, the NBA had
shifted their plans to finish their
season and begin the playoffs
at Disney World in Orlando. The NBA
had decided to invite the 22 NBA teams
who had either already clinched a spot in
the playoffs or had a mathematical chance
of making the playoffs when the season
had halted. In this controlled “bubble” in
Orlando, characterized by frequent testing,
mask wearing, and social distancing, the
NBA took advantage of the opportunity
to divert the world’s attention from the
horrors of the pandemic to enjoying NBA
basketball.
The “bubble” consisted of three
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pods of hotels and games took place at
three different arenas. Leaving their families behind, the players agreed to finish
the season at Disney as they pushed to use
this unique platform to continue the awakened social justice movement. Playing in
the bubble was no simple task for the NBA
and cost the league around $190 million,
according to ESPN. In fact, Adam Silver,
the Commissioner of the NBA, viewed finishing the season in the bubble as more of a
civic duty rather than a chance to save lost
revenue.
“It comes into play that we feel an obligation to our sport and to the industry to
find a new normal,” Silver said. “It doesn’t
come into play in terms of dollars and cents
because, frankly, it’s not all that economical for us to play on this campus. It’s enormously expensive.”1
Don’t let the best commissioner in
all of sports fool you, however, as the bubble prevented the NBA from losing around
$1.5 billion in expected revenue, according
to the Sports Business Journal.2 Even with
the remarkable bubble formed, the NBA’s
revenue dropped 10% to $8.3 billion for
the 2019-20 season, according to ESPN.
The numbers break down to a loss of $800
million in “gate receipts” and a $400 million loss in “sponsorships and merchan-
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The referee crew at the March 11, 2020, Thunder-Jazz game relay the message to Quin Snyder and Billy Donovan that the
NBA has cancelled their game.
Photo Courtesty of The Oklahoman
dise.”3

However, these losses were exacerbated for the 2019-20 season due to
Daryl Morey’s tweet about the freedom of
Hong Kong. His tweet regarding the fight
for basic rights among civilians in Hong
Kong cost the NBA around $200 million.4
With the bubble completed and the L.A.
Lakers crowned champions, the NBA and
the NBA Player’s Association (NBAPA)
immediately shifted their focus to the upcoming season. Assuming the 2020-21
NBA season includes no fans, the league
could lose up to $4 billion, which would be
a 40% loss in overall revenue. If the NBA
and NBAPA followed normal protocol,
where the upcoming season’s salary cap is
determined by overall league revenue from
the year before, the salary cap should be
approximately $90 million.5
Meanwhile, this past season’s salary cap was at $109 million. As a result,
this upcoming free agency period would
be impacted as most teams would be in
“severe luxury tax territory.”6 Sources tell
ESPN NBA Insider Adrian Wojnarowski
that the NBA and NBAPA have decided to
artificially inflate the 2020-21 salary cap
and luxury tax to keep it consistent with
last season which were $109.1 million and
$132.6 million, respectively.7 This plan includes depositing a “large portion” of each
player’s salary into an escrow fund. Then,
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if the combined player salaries is greater
than their share of NBA income (50%, according to the collective bargaining agreement in place), then the rest of that escrow
money would go to the teams. By putting a
larger percentage of current player salaries
into escrow accounts this upcoming season
(usually 10% of a player’s salary goes into
an escrow account), the NBAPA is concerned that this may put current players at a
disadvantage if they don’t spread the financial burden over the next few years.
According to Wojnarowski, the
league’s plan is to increase the future salary cap to $115.7 million in 2022-2023 and
then $119.2 million in 2023-24.8 In case
either side presents an issue, the NBA and
NBAPA agreed that both parties have the
right to terminate the collective bargaining
agreement (CBA) at the end of each of the
next three seasons in order to increase flexibility. Keep in mind, the financial situation
may only get worse, as the NBA is considering doing another bubble for the 2020-21
season to reduce the risk of exposure to
COVID-19.9
Regardless of where the games
will be played, the NBA plans to begin
a 72-game season on December 22 and
have the All-Star Break (minus the AllStar game) from March 5 through March
10. Next, the NBA plans to have a play-in
tournament for the 7-10 seeds from May
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17 to May 21 with the NBA playoffs beginning immediately after. This plan would
mean that the NBA Finals would conclude
on July 22 at latest, rather than mid-June as
normally.10 The NBA is just one example
of the many major sports leagues forced to
adjust to the pandemic.

A

THE NHL
lso towards the end of their season,
the NHL and Commissioner Gary
Bettman ‘74 followed the NBA’s
lead and suspended play on March 12. The
NHL eventually formed their own bubbles
in Edmonton (12 Eastern Conference
teams) and Toronto (12 Eastern Conference
teams). The four teams with the best win
percentages in each conference battled
round-robin style for seeding in the Stanley
Cup playoffs. Then, the teams with the 5th12th best winning percentages from each
conference played a best-of-five round that
resulted in their seeding.11 In the bubbles,
similar to the NBA, players underwent
consistent testing, daily temperature and
symptom checks, wore masks, and socially
distanced. Through eight weeks of the
bubbles, on September 22, there had been
32,374 COVID-19 tests administered and
zero confirmed positive cases.12
NHL players felt very safe in the
bubbles and many felt very positive about
the experience. “Security was very tight,”

“

”Security was very tight,” one Western Conference
player said. “For all the guys that were questioning how
safe it would be, that quickly went away. It was one of
the safest places you could be. They were constantly
checking your credentials, constantly checking our
Clear App, constant security. In that sense, they did a
really good job”.

one Western Conference player said. “For
all the guys that were questioning how safe
it would be, that quickly went away. It was
one of the safest places you could be. They
were constantly checking your credentials, constantly checking our Clear App,
constant security. In that sense, they did a
really good job.”13 Without these bubbles,
the NHL was projected to lose around $1
billion.14 Even with the Stanley Cup Playoffs finishing, the 2019-2020 season’s revenue will still fall short of the salary cap set
of $81.5 million, and next year’s revenue
should be even lower.15 Additionally, due
to other sports leagues going on simultaneously, the Stanley Cup Finals viewership
went from being the highest watched finals
in 2019 with 5.3 million viewers to approximately 2 million viewers in 2020.16
These ratings, along with the salary cap problem, risks the NHL losing leverage with NBC Sports as they look to begin
re-negotiating their television rights deal at
the end of next season. Although the NHL
had hoped to increase this deal to around
$200 million per year, the pandemic may
have hindered their progress towards this

number. However, smooth negotiations
between the NHL and NHLPA this past
summer may have reduced the imminent
disaster coming for the NHL. In the past,
whenever the CBA was to be re-negotiated, there had been a work stoppage and
immense disagreement between both parties. However, despite the CBA not being
on the immediate agenda when both parties
had successfully created a return-to-play
plan in July, they surprisingly agreed upon
a new CBA agreement as well. This new
CBA allows NHL players to participate in
the Olympics in both 2022 and 2026 and,
most importantly, will reduce the foreseen
“salary-cap inflation” bound to happen
over the next few years due to the pandemic. Furthermore, both parties agreed to increase the percentage of escrow held from
players’ paychecks, allow no-trade clauses
to stick with a player’s contract who had
recently lifted it temporarily to be traded,
and change some of the conditions for conditional draft picks. While Bettman and
the NHL may have figured out how to push
through the 2019-2020 season, the 2020-21
season proves to be a much tougher task

Pictures of the Indiana Pacers and the Miami Heat practice courts within the NBA
bubble.
Photo Courtesty of NBC News
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as there are reports that a “repeat bubble
will not suffice” due to push-back from the
NHLPA.17 Don Fehr, the NHLPA executive
director, said “Certainly not for a season,
of course not… Nobody is going to do that
for four months or six months or something
like that.”18 Although some players dealt
with the daily grind of living in a bubble for
two months, it is unlikely that players will
universally be willing to be without their
families for four to six months. Ultimately, Bettman and the NHL have no choice
but to develop a comprehensive plan for
this upcoming season that the NHLPA can
agree to.

I

THE NFL
n contrast to the NBA and NHL, the
NFL started their season after the
COVID-19 pandemic had already
started and they are not in a bubble. Prior
to the season, there was immense conflict
between the NFLPA and the NFL around
the conditions to proceed with this season.
Contrary to belief among some owners
who claim that “influential veterans”
were slowing down negotiations, NFLPA
president and Cleveland Browns center JC
Tretter ‘13 retorted that he has seen “star
players standing up for all players.” JC
went on to call it a “unifying moment”
for their union.19 These negotiations also
led to a player-led movement where stars
such as Patrick Mahomes tweeted at the
time “Getting ready to report this week
hoping the @NFL will come to agreement
with the safe and right protocols so we can
feel protected playing the sport we love
#WeWantToPlay.”20
When asked about the negotiations, Tretter defended the movement saying, “Of course we understand what is happening in our country and we want what is
fair for everyone. Players are the ones taking the biggest risk by playing in a global
pandemic and we just want to protect our
guys.”21
Beginning their season in the
midst of the pandemic and without a bubble has led to minor COVID-19 outbreaks
among the NFL. “Between August 1 and
November 7, 218 out of the approximately 8,000 players, coaches, and personnel
were infected” with COVID-19.22 In early
October, almost 25 members of the Tennessee Titans organization tested positive
for the coronavirus. In late October, Trent
Brown, starting right tackle of the Las Ve-
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Multiple players voice their concerns on Twitter prior to the 2020-21 NFL season, such as Drew Brees, Myles Garrett, Patrick
Mahomes, and Russell Wilson.
Photo Courtesty of Republic World
gas Raiders, tested positive for COVID-19 Journal, this season could lead to NFL gain serious steam in America. On March
which led to the rest of the starting offen- revenue falling as much as $4 billion and 16, MLB commissioner Rob Manfred ‘80
sive line being forced to quarantine. In ear- a salary cap drop of $80 million.23 This announced that the start of the season would
ly November, starting quarterbacks such $80 million drop would make up 40% of be delayed until at least May. On May 13,
as Baker Mayfield, Ben Roethlisberger, the current salary cap at $198 million and Manfred proposed the MLB’s COVID-19
and Matthew Stafford all were identified would drastically affect current player’s safety protocol, which required all staff and
as close contacts at different points in time contracts. Prior to the season, the NFL at- players one each team to get tested multiple
and had to stay away from team facilities. tempted to get the players to accept an $8 times a week, with results expected back
In late November, Jeff Driskel, backup million decrease in the current salary cap within twenty-four hours. Additionally,
quarterback for the Denver Broncos, test- as well as a reduction in benefits in order to this protocol included temperature checks,
ed positive and led to every quarterback “soften the blow.”24 Not only that, but the socially distanced locker rooms, and a daily
on the roster being labeled as a “high-risk cost of playing is something to note as well, symptom survey.25 Unfortunately, protocol
close contact.” This forced the Broncos as it is projected that the NFL has spent can only prevent so much. After teams
to start former college QB and undrafted up to $75 million for COVID-19 testing. reported to spring training, there were
WR, Kendall Hinton, against the Saints in Based on the official COVID-19-amended multiple scattered positive COVID-19
Week 12 of the NFL season. Meanwhile, CBA, it appears the NFL will use what the cases across a handful of teams. On June
also during Week 12, the Baltimore Ra- league is calling a “COVID True Up” to 21, the MLB had closed and scheduled
vens had up to 20 players on the COVID/ spread the losses over the next three years. all spring training sites to be disinfected
Reserve list. One of these players was Despite mini-outbreaks and difficult nego- of the coronavirus. Prior to returning,
their star quarterback Lamar Jackson, who tiations, the NFL has continued to tredge all staff and players had to test negative.
tested positive for COVID-19 and was out on with the season and have not cancelled a This scared many executives around the
for their game against the Steelers. Due to single game.
league, including Rob Manfred himself,
this outbreak, the NFL had to reschedule
who then claimed he was “not confident”
this aforementioned Ravens-Steelers game CAN THE MLB SURVIVE ANOTHER baseball would be played this year.26
SEASON WITHOUT FANS?
three separate times, eventually landing it
Manfred’s skepticism continued into early
ontrary to the NBA, NHL, and July: “We’re going to be lucky if we get 60
on the following Wednesday afternoon.
NFL, the MLB was set to begin games now given the course of the virus,”
In addition to mini-outbreaks, the
their season on March 26, around Manfred said.27 Some players also began
NFL has had to worry about the financials
of this season. According to the Wall Street the same time that the pandemic began to to fear the league’s decision to continue
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with the start of the season, including
Angels star outfielder Mike Trout. Trout
claimed, “I still don’t feel comfortable.”28
Ryan Zimmerman, among 22 other players,
ended up opting out of the season.29 Even
with some hesitancy, the MLB season
started on July 23.
Within a week, the Miami Marlins
had a COVID-19 outbreak with a total of
20 reported cases. This led to their season
being put on hold along with the cancellation of multiple games and the reshuffling
of many schedules.30 On the same day, July
27, Red Sox pitcher Eduardo Rodriguez
made it officially public that he’s dealing
with a heart issue from his COVID-19 infection, alarming other players and leading to heightened awareness of the virus’
effects. Still, Manfred pushed through this
first wave and eventually led a season that
began to see a sharp decline in COVID-19
cases. For example, results from September 11 showed that only 1 of the 11,669
tests conducted in the week prior resulted
in a new positive case.
However, to make matters worse
before the season began, the MLB and
MLBPA had massive disagreements on
the financials and length of the adjusted
season. MLBPA Executive Director Tony
Clark and Commissioner Rob Manfred
went back and forth numerous times, as the
players fought for a longer season. However, Manfred cited Dr. Fauci that playing
games too far into the fall and playing double-headers could drastically increase the
spread of COVID-19 as his reasoning for
why 60 games would be the maximum:
“We told them we’re not playing double-

headers,” Manfred said. “Our public health
guys tell us you should not put people together for that number of hours in the day.
It’s not safe. But they just keep ignoring
those things.” At one point, Manfred had
made it clear to the public that a framework
had been agreed upon on June 17, but Clark
had claimed “It is unequivocally false to
suggest that any tentative agreement or
other agreement was reached in that meeting.”31
However, at the end of the day,
the MLB and MLBPA finally agreed to
details regarding the 2020 MLB season on
June 23. The results were clear: a 60-game
season and pro-rated payment based on the
number of games played compared to a traditional 162-game season. If a player was
set to earn $5 million during a normal 162game season, then they would earn approximately $1.652 million for the 60-game
season. This was also applied to “bonuses,
escalators, and other vesting options under
a given player’s contract.”32 Additionally,
clubs advanced $170 million to players as
a sense of guaranteed money for the season: “If games are played, the $170 million
would be credited against the prorated salaries due to players as described above. In
the event the season should be cancelled
and no games are played, the players would
retain the entire amount of the funds advanced with no obligation of repayment.”33
From a legal standpoint, paragraph 11 of the MLB’s Uniform Player’s Contract (UPC) gave Commissioner
Manfred the right to suspend all player
contracts (including payment obligations)
during a national emergency, which a pan-

The Los Angeles Dodgers celebrate their World Series victory after a tumultuous
season.
Figure Courtesty of Bleacher Report
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demic qualified as once President Trump
declared a state of emergency. The second
legal issue was with Articles XX and XXI
of the CBA, where it states a player is not
eligible to enter free agency until they have
been on the “Active List” of an MLB team
for six “full years.” In order to fix this, the
MLB and MLBPA agreed that players who
are on a Major League roster for the entire
season will receive a “full year” of Major
League service, meaning players continued
on track with their free agency eligibility
status.
Unfortunately, due to no fans being allowed at games during the regular
season, MLB Commissioner Rob Manfred
said the thirty teams “had amassed an unprecedented $8.3 billion of debt from their
various lenders and will post $2.8 billion to
$3 billion in operational losses.”34 Manfred
is weary of another year without fans and
worries they will go into an even deeper
debt: “And it’s going to be difficult for the
industry to weather another year where we
don’t have fans in the ballpark and have other limitations on how much we can’t play
and how we can play.” As a result, team
employees are being laid off league-wide
which has never happened in the Manfred
era. Regardless, Manfred is proud of what
the MLB put together: “I feel good about
what we’ve accomplished… The best part
of it is, it’s been a real team effort.”35 In order to survive, the MLB can only hope that
fans will be allowed next season, as this
pandemic is showing no signs of slowing
down.

T

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
eams and leagues alike had to adjust
like never seen before due to the
coronavirus pandemic. With mostly
no fans at games, teams and leagues had
to find ways to interact with fans in order
to keep them engaged. One way teams
and arenas did this was through social
impact, such as being involved in the local
community or social justice movements.
For example, more than 40 sports arenas
were transformed for election-related
purposes.36 The United Center, home to
the Chicago Blackhawks and Chicago
Bulls, was used as a storage facility for
Chicago food pantries. This resulted in
“more than 770,000 pounds of food” being
stored on the floor of the arena. Another
example was how the NBA supported
players’ wish to display social justice
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leges with lower budgets, some sports may
have to be cut altogether. Just like in the
corporate world, virtual meetings will continue to remain relevant in the sports business world long after the pandemic is over.
Lastly, with the increase in virtual fan engagement and declining attendance across
the sports world prior to the pandemic, it
wouldn’t be surprising if fan attendance
took a few years to return back to normal.42

Members of the Chicago Blackhawks enjoying some free time in the player’s
lounge inside the NHL bubble
Photo Courtesty of the Chicago Sun-Times
messages on the back of their jerseys in
the bubble, as the court was stamped with
the quote “Black Lives Matter.” Other
examples are when the NBA G League’s
Windy City Bulls sold T-shirts designed
by players and gave proceeds to charity, or
when Chicago sports teams collaborated
with Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot to
encourage citizens to wear masks through
the campaign “We Are All One Home
Team.” The Chicago Bulls also donated
to local non-profit organizations who
were focused on helping “neighborhoods
disproportionately affected by COVID-19”
while the Chicago Blackhawks raised
money for first-responders through T-shirt
sales. Additionally, teams in the NBA
bubble helped fund studies and volunteered
to participate in studies at Yale University
regarding a “rapid-response COVID-19
test.”37 By becoming more involved in the
local community during the pandemic,
these teams had their brand front and center
and at the same time were truly helping
society.
The second way teams and
leagues attempted to enhance the fan experience during COVID-19 was through
virtual or socially-distanced engagement.
During the NBA bubble, for example, fans
could sign up to become a virtual fan and
appear on one of the LED screens seen by
players, coaches, media, and family at the
game and other fans at home. Meanwhile,
the MLB filled their seats with cardboard
fans in an attempt to replicate a similar experience for the fans at home and players
at the game. To combine both creativity
and outreach, the Chicago Bulls created a
“customizable smartphone screensaver that
users can share on social media.” To accommodate social distancing, the Chicago
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Blackhawks also hosted a drive-in watch
party in August where fans could watch
the game on a big screen with other fans.38
When will we go back to a time where not
being socially distanced is normal?
The first concern when play returns is comfortability among fans. In a
world where COVID-19 is still looming,
it is hard to imagine fans filling up arenas
barring proof they’ve been vaccinated. If
fans aren’t comfortable and want to maintain their social distancing, teams and arenas have to be ready to adapt to that. Therefore, this is a perfect time for arenas and
teams to capitalize on forming digital apps,
making every arena checkpoint touchless.39
Continuing with virtual fan engagement,
the NHL is planning to capitalize more on
virtual banners to increase corporate sponsorship revenue.40
Besides more virtual fan engagement and increased community involvement, many other changes from COVID-19
may be permanent in sports. One example
is rule changes in the NBA and MLB, such
as play-in games for lower seeds in the
NBA and a runner on 2nd base during extra
innings in the MLB. In January 2020, prior
to the pandemic, Adam Silver was already
considering doing an in-season tournament
and making schedule shifts. Now, he has
a fantastic opportunity to incorporate these
changes.41 Additionally, in college sports
(especially college football), high-profile
schools would compete intensely for top
prospects with ever-increasing budgets.
Expect these budgets to stop exponentially
increasing, as these programs have to deal
with some sort of financial loss. Power 5
programs like these needed to play this
season in order to pay for the rest of the
athletic department’s budget. For small col-
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COVID-19’S IMPACT ON TV DEALS
he pandemic has caused a shortterm drop in revenue from television
deals, but how else has COVID-19
impacted TV deals? Aarti Dabas, chief
media officer at electric motorsports series
Formula E, expects two main changes
among the sports media-rights business. The
first change she expects is more revenuesharing deals, rather than rights buy-outs.
This is due to the expected change where
people are looking for more reduced risk,
where they will share the rights and revenue
with multiple broadcasters. This shift can
be seen happening worldwide, from the
Premier League’s deal with Tencent which
includes a revenue-sharing component
to Japan’s J. League. The second shift
Dabas expects is an increased investment
by rights-holders in their products. “There
has to be more investment in the product,”
she said. “Rights owners cannot just sit
back and say it’s the broadcaster’s job to
build the brand. I think it’s a collective job
to build the brand.” Dabas also brings up
the multitude of opportunities there are to
build relationships “using content beyond
the live product… As we’ve seen during
the pandemic, the demand is not only there
for live. Yes, live is the core, but we have to
build shoulder content around it. It is about
having that narrative right through, whether
the sport is live or not…So there is an onus
on rights owners to invest more, to create
those opportunities to engage with fans,
and to actually understand fans better.”
Dabas concludes that people who know
their fans and have a direct relationship
with them will benefit greatly in the long
term, and is a “great learning experience”
for many in the industry during this time.43

Jordan Monaco is a freshman in ILR.
He can be reached at jsm457@cornell.edu

A Look into Golf Course Designing with Alum
Gill Hanse ‘89

Gill Hanse ‘89 poses next to one of his completed projects.
Photo courtesy of Gill Hanse

By CHARLIE FOY ‘22

B

uilding a course to host the first
Olympic golf competition is a tall
task. It requires countless hours,
resources, and a lot of labor to
construct a facility that is up to international
standards. When preparations were being
made for the 2016 Olympics in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) selected Gil Hanse ‘89
to complete the job. An accomplished golf
course architect, this was only one of the
projects that has cemented Hanse as one
of the most world-renowned. His success
and accomplishments go far beyond this
project in Rio.
Hanse, like many young Cornellians, entered the school with big aspirations. Upon starting his studies, Hanse
quickly set his sights on the William Frederick Dreer Award. With the help of his

colleague and fellow alum Tom Doak ‘82,
Hanse received the prestigious award which
provided an opportunity for him to study
golf architecture in Great Britain. There, he
interned for the firm Hawtree & Son, the
oldest golf design firm in the world. When
he returned home, he became Doak’s first
personal employee before starting his own
design firm in 1993. Since then, Hanse has
become one of the hottest golf architects in
the world.
Bringing a new course to life
requires many stages that Hanse is responsible for overseeing. The first step in
designing a golf course is the proposal.
Hanse went to Brazil with two peers and
realized they could not compete with the
name recognition and fame that some other golf architects brought. Not letting this
phase him, Hanse felt confident in his pitch
by remaining authentic and honest about
how he wanted the course to look. Looking
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back on the experience, Hanse remembers
the scene fondly and recognizes the amount
of work he put into the one project.
“I’ve never put so much work into
a course proposal,” Hanse reflected. “We
presented what golf architecture is and
what golf should be. That included a very
natural presentation of the golf course by
using a lot of attributes from the site.”
WHAT FACTORS GO INTO
DESIGNING A GOLF COURSE?
pecifically for the Rio project,
Hanse created a links-style course
with fairways that touch scrubland
flushed with wildflowers. On certain
holes, he used an existing ridge to outline
the shape of the greens. This trend in golf
architecture emphasizes naturalism, which
is a focal point for Hanse. Naturalism is a
great way for golf courses to display the
natural beauty of the landscapes while
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“

Naturalism is a great way for golf
courses to display the natural beauty
of the landscapes while incorporating
many of the native plants and
geographical features of the area.

incorporating many of the native plants and
geographical features of the area. Not only
is it visually appealing, but it’s also a way
to cut the cost of building a course since
the designer is not tasked with moving as
much earth around.
Existing site conditions ultimately make a bigger difference when architects price their future golf course. The
best site conditions lay on sand, which
keeps the client from spending a lot of
money on drainage and United States Golf
Association (USGA) certified greens. On
the flip side, a site that has clay underneath
is much more expensive to build. This is
because you simply cannot build greens
on top of clay. Building greens are more
of a science than an art. It’s a process that
is timely and difficult. Replacing an existing green to build a new USGA green can
cost $75,000. On a new course, a green can
cost between $20,000 to $50,000 per green
depending on delivery cost of soil. According to Doak1, if the existing soil is perfect,
it could cost less than $1,000 per green to
build.
Pacific Dunes, a course among
Golf Magazine’s top-100 in the world, is
among one of the courses Doak has built

in his career. In total, the course only cost
$2.5 million to build due to the existing
sandy soil. Sand Hills, an even higher regarded course built by Bill Coore and Ben
Crenshaw, cost the developer $1.2 million.
Why? The soil and natural style saved millions in construction cost.2 By comparison,
the average course costs about $15 million.3
Soil is just one aspect of the design process. Another common obstacle are wetlands. It’s hard to get permits for wetlands
because local government agencies are
particular about their preservation. Additionally, due to the nature of the landscape,
the builder needs to add bridges to get
across the course which is a deterrent for
many course architects. An obstacle like
wetlands alone can add a couple million
dollars to a project. Wetlands are a major
hassle when building a course, and as a result, Hanse recognizes that your site choice
is crucial when designing a course. He always encourages his clients to let him have
an input on a site’s location so that he can
identify potential obstacles.
“If you haven’t picked out your
site, let us help you,” Hanse tells his clients. “We are going to find ground that is
conducive for good golf and cheaper to
build on.”
There are occasions when price is
no issue for a client. Private clubs that hire
Hanse are financially more secure and the
projects are more on time because there is
better funding and less permitting required
since the course already exists. More issues
arise with sole investors who own private
courses. Sometimes the finances don’t

The Olympic Golf Club of Brazil in Rio de Janeiro.
Photo courtesy of Golf-Brazil.com
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work out and the project could end up falling through. Without the private financial
support, these projects could become a
waiting game.
Although projects for private
clubs are less risky financially, they can be
sometimes less attractive. Club politics get
in the way and private clubs typically are
not building a course from scratch. More
often than not, clubs will ask architects and
designers to only restore the course which
is a less creative project. Hanse described
club politics as one of the most difficult
parts of building a course.
“It’s difficult to get members to
appreciate what you are trying to accomplish,” Hanse said. “It is also hard for them
to accept or buy into a program that you
are trying to establish at the club.” Simply
put, some members do not want someone
closing their course for a year and don’t
want to see any expensive changes made.
Hanse continued, “If you’re hired by a club
with 600 members, there are always going
to be a percentage of those members who
don’t like the fact that you are there. That’s
one reason why it’s easier to build new golf
courses and the relationship with the sole
investor is better.”

W

THE UNIQUE SITUATION IN RIO
hen Hanse was selected to
design the course for Rio, he
was presented with a unique
situation involving his employers. When he
arrived, he was surprised to find that they
were not representatives from the IOC. He
expected a smooth process that would be in
the best interests of the Olympics. Rather,
they were locals which, according to
Hanse, can often be difficult. The process
was frustrating for him and was filled with
bureaucracy.
“I always thought we’d be working with the International Golf Federation
and the IOC, but we weren’t,” Hanse explained. “We were working with the local
organizing committee and a private developer. The IOC pretty much left it up to the
city and local organizing committee to get
the work done.”
Some of the roadblocks for the
course included protests by locals, who
didn’t want an expensive golf course
built with tax-paying dollars (although
the course was built with private funding
which was a misconception on the protesters’ part). Additionally, they didn’t want

A photo of the Ohoopee Match Club in Cobbtown, Georgia.
Photo courtesy of the ohoopeematchclub.com
zoning laws changed for the course and arguments over ownership rights became an
issue during the building process.
Today, the perception of the course
has flipped. Locals take advantage of the
free lessons offered and there is even a junior scholarship program. What was seen
as an elitist sports facility quickly changed
its narrative after the Olympics ended by
emphasizing social inclusion in golf.4 At
the end of the day, building the course was
extremely beneficial for Hanse’s success
in the golf world. To him, the extra effort
it took to design the course was worth it.
“The Olympic golf course really became
the launchpad for the projects I work on
today,” Hanse added.

I

WHAT’S NEXT FOR HANSE?
n his career today, Hanse will take
on about two new course projects
a year and two restoration projects.
In his schedule, he also makes time for
some small projects like a simple bunker
renovation. Hanse keeps project count
low intentionally so he can spend a lot of
time at the project sites. He spends about
30 to 40 days at a minimum on each site.
His wife travels with him to work sites,
which has led to long stays at rental homes
in Florida, Georgia, and even France. It’s
a lifestyle he enjoys and one that has been
profitable for him. He charges a flat fee,
broken down between the design phase and
the construction phase when he’s on site.
He charges a larger fee for building a new

course.

If Hanse had to choose, he prefers the challenge of building a new course
from scratch. Having the creativity and
freedom that a new course provides, he’d
easily choose the new course. Hanse reflected on a course he built in Georgia, the
Ohoopee Match Club, which is ranked 98th
in the world and 32nd in the country.5 For a
course built just two years ago, it is an incredible achievement to be ranked so high.
This project allowed Hanse to
“The owner asked us to build a
course solely on match play. They
didn’t want people to write scores
down. He asked us what we would
do differently?” Hanse reflected.
“This concept allowed us to push the
envelope and allowed us to build a
version of a golf course
that presented players
with lots of choices.”

think creatively and in an outside-the-box
style that motivates him every day. Not
worrying about someone writing down an
eight on a scorecard, he was able to build
the course with more risk-reward choices
that he presented to the golfer. Match play
has become increasingly popular in golf, as
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world-renowned golfers Tiger Woods and
Phil Mickelson have participated in Capital One’s match play events. The format
focuses less on your actual score and only
scores you against the opponent you are
competing against on a hole-to-hole basis.
It would be interesting to see if this trend
towards match play continues in professional golf and the role Hanse will have on
the sport going forward.
Not only Ohoopee Match Club,
but Hanse can also claim credit for many
other top courses throughout the country.
The Los Angeles Country Club, the host of
the 2023 US Open, hired Hanse to make
some major changes to the existing course
to which he received raving reviews for his
work. Hanse also worked on The Country
Club at Brookline, Merion East, Oakland
Hills, and Winged Foot which are all US
Open courses.
There’s no doubt that Hanse will
continue to shape the future of golf. His
career will continue to be intertwined with
the sport as he continues to design courses that are situated to his clients as well as
the landscape itself. We would like to thank
Hanse for his contributions and his continued commitment to Cornell. Maybe one
day, Hanse will return for a project to his
alma mater for some improvements to our
local course.
Charlie Foy is a junior in the Hotel School.
He can be reached at chf55@cornell.edu
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